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DEAL OF THE DAY

HOME & GARDEN

SPORTS

HOW TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF
ENERGY UPGRADES

CARDINALS TOP
RANGERS TO WIN
WORLD SERIES

14th annual California
Independent Film Festival

CAL’S COACH
MONTGOMERY
HAS SURGERY
FOR CANCER

50% off

Three ticket options Feb. 10-16
New Rheem Theatre, Moraga
See it. Share it. Buy it now.

GotDailyDeals.com/eb

EDUCATION AND THE ECONOMY

OCCUPY DEMONSTRATIONS

Student
loan aid
THE EPICENTER too late
for some
EAST BAY PROTEST: Iraq veteran’s injury galvanizes resistance
GLOBAL MOVEMENT: Voices across the world defend Oakland

Changes will help new borrowers
cap monthly payments but offer
no relief for those already in debt
By Lisa M. Krieger
lkrieger@mercurynews.com

Bay Area college students hail a presidential proposal to ease the increasing costs of higher education — but wish they could get more help, faster.
This week President Barack Obama introduced
two new changes to the federal
student loan program to help new ONLINE
borrowers. An estimated 1.6 mil- Read more
lion students will be eligible for about
the new repayment plan, up from personal
450,000 under the current system. finances,
An additional 6 million will be able track market
to consolidate their debt, in some activity and
cases slightly reducing their inter- more at
est rates.
ContraCostaBut for current students already Times.com/
in debt — and the 36 million borrow- business.
ers already making payments — it’s
too little, too late. Nor does it apply to those who
have defaulted. More than half of all University of
California students have student loan debt. Among
those with debt, the average owed was $14,700.
“I would like to see more things that would beneﬁt students now rather than later,” said UCLA
grad Scott Williams, of Santa Clara, who will owe

JANE TYSKA/STAFF (TOP LEFT); ANDA CHU/STAFF (TOP, THIRD FROM LEFT) KARL MONDON/STAFF PHOTOS

Occupy Oakland protests have persevered this week, from a Tuesday afternoon rally, above, to the clashes with
police Tuesday night, top, second from left and right, to marches Wednesday, top left, to the current occupation.

See LOANS, Page 15

IN MORNING REPORT

By Scott Johnson
scjohnson@bayareanewsgroup.com

Oakland Mayor Jean
Quan continues to take
heat for city’s actions.
Filmmaker Michael
Moore meets with
Oakland protesters.

OAKLAND — What began as just
another anti-Wall Street protest “occupation” in a mid-size California city has
grown into a global phenomenon and
turned Oakland into an epicenter of the
Occupy Wall Street movement.
Sparked by the injury on Tuesday night
of 24-year-old Iraq War veteran and exMarine Scott Olsen, the Occupy Oakland
movement almost overnight became an
international symbol of resistance around
which millions of people are rallying. The
latest sign of Oakland’s galvanizing effect
came with the arrival of Michael Moore
— and his 912,898 and counting Twitter

RACE IN RICHMOND

Study: Housing
discrimination
rampant in city

ONLINE

RAY CHAVEZ/STAFF

Scott Olsen, left, an Iraq War veteran, was
severely injured by a projectile minutes
after this photo was taken Tuesday night.

See OCCUPY, Page 15

Read more coverage
and see photo
slideshows at ContraCostaTimes.com.
Follow updates on
the local Occupy
movements at Twitter.
com/contracostatimes.

Landlords have strong bias against
black apartment hunters, audit ﬁnds
By Hannah Dreier
hdreier@bayareanewsgroup.com

A black person looking for rental housing in Richmond can expect to be discriminated against 80 percent of the time, a study revealed.
This is a much higher rate than similar studies
have found in other Bay Area cities during the past
two decades.
“Nobody knew what we would ﬁnd, but these results were pretty startling and extreme,” said Caroline Peattie, of Fair Housing of Marin, the nonproﬁt
that did the survey.
National experts called the rate astonishingly
high.
The audit had pairs of black and white apartment
hunters with similar incomes and rental needs call
20 property owners and managers advertising on
Craigslist.
The callers voices indicated their race.
The audit in June found that 16 of the housing providers responded less favorably to blacks than their
otherwise identical white counterparts. Among the
ﬁndings:

COMPUTER FORENSICS

Tech-savvy sleuth fights for cybercrime victims
Specialist helps singer
regain Internet identity
By Robert Salonga
rsalonga@bayareanewsgroup.com

PITTSBURG — In a realm where
international boundaries create barriers that help Internet criminals avoid
prosecution, there’s a ﬁght going on to
close these loopholes.
One of the battleﬁelds, it turns out,
is a nondescript three-room back ofﬁce in Old Town Pittsburg.
It’s nearly impossible to tell that
there is a computer-laden nerve cen-

BAY AREA NEWS APPS
Download Bay Area News
to your iPad and iPhone for
news from across the region

ter nestled within, run by A.J. Fardella
of Black Diamond Data.
The computer forensics expert specializes in mining systems for data and
auditing their security, but his job has
also taken on a crime-ﬁghting component.
“I can tell if someone’s lying through
their computers,” Fardella said.
That’s where Leandra Ramm, an
accomplished opera singer, enters
the story. Ramm has spent the past
six years in a virtual prison built by a
stalker living in another hemisphere.
See FARDELLA, Page 11
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came with the arrival of Michael Moore
— and his 912,898 and counting Twitter

Scott Olsen, left, an Iraq War veteran, was
severely injured by a projectile minutes
after this photo was taken Tuesday night.
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statement. “Its impact will be
global and builds on 40 years
of work to understand our
complex planet from space.”
The satellite was built by
Ball Aerospace and Technologies Corp., with components
made by Raytheon Co. in its
El Segundo facilities.
United Launch Alliance,
a joint venture of Lockheed
Martin Corp. and Boeing Co.,
manufactured the Delta II
rocket with a Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne RS-27A
engine, which is made in Canoga Park.
Mary Glackin, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s
deputy undersecretary for
oceans and atmosphere, said
it would “make America a
more weather-ready nation.”

m

had invaded her blood and
organs, and they performed
the amputations.
’s
The family signed a nondisclosure agreement and
could not discuss the case,
their attorney Moseley Coles lins said Friday.
— Sacramento Bee
net.
be
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LOS ANGELES

Expert says Jackson gave
himself fatal injection

Fardella
Continued from Page 1
In the United States, a
quarter of the 3.4 million
stalking victims recorded in
2006 — the most recent year
for which statistics were
available — were the targets
of cyberstalking, according
to the federal Bureau of Justice Statistics.
Harassing emails are involved in 83 percent of those
cases. In Ramm’s case, she
received 4,917.
According to afﬁdavits
ﬁled with authorities in Singapore, Ramm has been the
victim of an online smear
campaign by a man who
became obsessed with her
since watching a 2005 CNN
appearance.
The man gained her
trust, purporting to be a director for a Singapore music
theater offering work for
Ramm. But when his false
promises were exposed by
friends and colleagues, they
along with Ramm saw an
ugly side of the Internet they
felt powerless to stop.
A series of websites tarnishing Ramm’s reputation
began popping up in Internet searches. The virtual
assailant harassed Ramm,
her friends and potential
employers, who decided
that signing her on was not
worth the baggage that he
had created for her.
“I was a liability,” Ramm
said. “They didn’t want to
deal with the stress and
drama.”
Ramm turned to authorities in New York — where
she was living — and the
FBI, all of whom considered
themselves hamstrung by
the suspected culprit being on the other side of the
world. Earlier this year, The
Economist, an international
newsmagazine, wrote an
item about her plight. But
the man remained at large
and untouched.
“The whole thing was a
living nightmare,” Ramm
said. “Nothing could be done
for years. These were dark
times.
“I felt trapped in my own
life, and everybody in my life
was affected.”
Through a chance connection, a mutual friend of
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Ramm and Fardella introduced the two this year and
suggested he might be able
to help her. Fardella, who
has contracted work with
the federal government including the Secret Service,
immediately saw a lot he
could do where others had
failed by either lack of aptitude or thoroughness.
Fardella’s ofﬁce is a
clash of high-end computer
hardware and forensic tools
— think “CSI” but swap laptops and desktops for dead
bodies and shooting scenes
— and a scattered collection
of pop culture knickknacks,
San Francisco Giants memorabilia, training certiﬁcates
and photos of him with people ranging from Vice President Joseph Biden to rapper
and actor Ice-T.
Then there are the piles
and piles of backstage concert passes from his work as
a stage manager and band
technician, a calling from a
previous life that included
stints working for Journey
and which he continues as a
side pursuit.
Fardella is a known political ﬁgure in segments of
the county, where he is a
Pittsburg planning commissioner and has been active in
school politics in the Mt. Diablo Uniﬁed School District,
where his children attend
school. Both roles, he says,
attest to his passion for both
his adopted home — he hails
from San Francisco — and
his children.
When he took on Ramm’s
case, he scanned the websites created to embarrass
her. He pored through the
nearly 5,000 emails and additional chat messages, creating a program that would
meticulously examine and
document his ﬁndings to preserve a chain of evidence.
What resulted was a
massive packet of information Fardella shipped to the
same Singapore investigators who had not responded
to Ramm. It didn’t hurt that
Fardella tapped a Secret
Service connection, which
happens to have a training
center in the strictly ruled
city-state.
On July 21, Singapore police arrested Colin Mak Yew
Loong and later released
him while they continued
their investigation, warning
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“We need to nail
down a structure
because people can
rip people off from
the comfort of their
computer.”
— A.J. Fardella,
Black Diamond Data
him to not make any contact
with Ramm and at least four
other people he’s accused of
terrorizing via the Internet.
Fardella took on the task
of getting Loong prosecuted
for two reasons: to free
Ramm from his wrath and
to call attention to the lack
of mutual law-enforcement
treaties between countries
that he believes will become
vital as crime migrates from
the streets to the Web, which
blurs international lines that
bind existing police agencies.
“The lack of them is what
took six years for action,” he
said.
Fardella also advocates
that comprehensive computer training should become standard down to the
beat ofﬁcer level, to ensure
consistency in tasks like preserving computer evidence.
“People have no idea.
There has been a 900 percent increase in cybercrime,” he said, citing a
ﬁgure from the 2009 Global
Security Conference. “We
need to nail down a structure because people can rip
people off from the comfort
of their computer.”
Ramm, who for the past
two years has performed on
a cruise ship to keep working and regain her privacy,
feels her life slowly falling
back into place after ﬁnally
getting some movement on
her case.
The day she got word of
Loong’s arrest remains vivid
in her mind.
“I’ll never forget that day
in a coffee shop in Greece.
I’ve been waiting for that
email for six years,” she
said. “And I haven’t heard
from him since. I have my
life back.”

An anesthesia expert testifying for the doctor charged
Michael Jackson’s death
t in
told jurors Friday he believes
a
evidence and test results
d
show the pop superstar gave
himself a fatal injection of an
f a anesthetic.
eDr. Paul White said the
ion self-injection theory is the
only one supported by the
ars physician’s statement to
police and by all the evidence
od- found at Jackson’s rented
r.
mansion.
White said he saw no
evidence supporting the prosecution theory that Jackson’s
doctor, Conrad Murray,
was infusing the singer with
propofol using an IV.
eThe researcher said
Robert Salonga covers public
on the evidence recovered in
safety. Contact him at
Jackson’s bedroom was
925-943-8013. Follow him at
more consistent with the
Twitter.com/robertsalonga.
le singer receiving the poweral. ful anesthetic through an
injection.
— Associated
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